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How has Coronavirus (COVID-19) affected you? 

1. Please tag any services or topics that are relevant to your views:

Theme Count %
GP Services 15 21%
Supply of Essential (food, drink etc.) 8 11%
Isolation and loneliness 8 11%
Hospital services 7 10%
Pharmacies 6 8%
Medication 6 8%
Mental Health 6 8%
COVID-19 Symptoms 5 7%
Community Health Services 4 6%
Finances/Employment 3 4%
Other concerns/feedback 2 3%
Social Care 2 3%
Information and Guidance 0 0%

2. Where in Hillingdon do you live?

Hillingdon Ward Count %
Eastcote 0 0%
Harefield Village 3 10%
Ickenham & South Harefield 1 3%
Northwood 3 10%
Northwood Hills 0 0%
Ruislip 3 10%
Ruislip Manor 0 0%
South Ruislip 2 7%
Colham & Cowley 1 3%
Hillingdon East 1 3%
Hillingdon West 2 7%
Uxbridge 3 10%
Yiewsley 1 3%
Belmore 0 0%
Charville 1 3%
Hayes Town 1 3%
Pinkwell 1 3%
Wood End 0 0%
Yeading 2 7%
West Drayton 2 7%
Heathrow Villages 3 10%

I do not live in Hillingdon 6

Area Count %
North 12 40%
South 18 60%
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3. Please tell us which age category you fall into.

Age Category Count %
25-34 1 3%
35-44 3 9%
45-54 8 23%
55-64 13 37%
65-74 8 23%
75+ 2 6%

Feedback received (please note this is verbatim; anonymised where necessary)

- Myself and my wife are both 0ver 70 with various medical conditions.  We've basically locked 
down since March 14th

- I am disabled (mobility impaired) and have been unable to get any food. I am not classed as 
extremely vulnerable and I can do my own shopping but I cannot stand in a queue as I have multi-
level degenerative disc disease of the spine, which means I am unable to stand for more than 5 
minutes without extreme pain. Normally my limit is 20-30 minutes walking around a supermarket 
doing my shopping but I cannot stand to queue, which I hear are over an hour to get into 
supermarkets. I am also autistic and have a special diet to avoid being ill I also find shopping 
stressful at the best of times, so I would prefer to go to shops I am familiar with and know where 
everything is, like Waitrose. But they have made no provision for ordinary disabled people and 
have not replied with a solution when I have asked them if they can help me. I can’t order from 
anywhere online as there are no delivery slots available from Waitrose, Tesco, Asda, or 
Morrison’s, and Sainsbury doesn’t even allow people to sign up for an account. I have difficulty 
fighting off viruses under normal circumstances as I have low blood pressure and low body 
temperature, so I am apprehensive about getting coronavirus. All I can do at present is eat less 
and hope my food lasts until I can order something on line. I am suffering from depression but 
would be able to cope fairly well if the food situation could be resolved.
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- I have quite a lot of friends and my daughters live nearby.  They get any shopping I want which 
they drop on my doorstep.  But I've been alone for over two weeks I feel like a leper.  They keep 
in touch by text and don't stop to talk outside.  I'm feeling lethargic even though I have a garden I 
can't motivate myself to work in it.
I have a dog which I walk twice a day (I feel it is OK as I don't go out otherwise) .  I do meet other 
Dogwalkers and we stay 9' apart, the only people I get to have a conversation with.

I'm really lucky compared to other people but nothing can replace a hug from my two 
grandchildren.
I have lung cancer, (Ablation was cancelled) but I'm fretting about what might happen to them 
and everyone else I know and love.
I don't feel I can't tell anyone how I am feeling for fear of worrying them.

- Unable to see a GP for non Coronavirus related needs. 
Having to make multiple trips for food due to lack of supply

- I haven't been able to work, many of my customers are elderly (I'm a gardener).
So I have no income.

- I gave birth to my first child on the 16th March. We were kept in Hillingdon Hospital for five days. 
On our first day at home a wonderful midwife visited us and did the checks on me and my son, a 
few days later we had a call to say our next visit wouldn’t happen and we should go to them at 
the health centre. We did that and were signed off by the midwives. 
I then received a phone call from the health visitor, she said it was instead of a visit. We talked 
about my son a little and she gave me some phone numbers in case we had any issues. But other 
than that said there would be no visits and no clinics. 
This has left us very alone while going through this first period with our first child. It’s worrying 
that no one is going to be keeping an eye on the development of our son. We obviously are doing 
everything we think is right, but as it’s our first child this is all very new to us and we feel very 
unsupported. 
This is also because our GPs office is not allowing any appointments and the phone is incredibly 
difficult to get through on and you only get to speak to the receptionist. 
I underwent a Caesarean section and needed painkillers after my release from hospital. It was 
very difficult to get hold of the surgery and when I did I did manage to get a prescription from 
them, only having dealt with the receptionist, and it took five phone calls over the course of the 
day as it was sent to a pharmacy. Two days later I needed a couple more days and they said 
they’d sort a prescription for later that day. They didn’t and then shut, as it was the weekend I 
couldn’t contact them as they were shut and so I spent over the course of the day over three 
hours trying to get NHS 111 to help me. They did eventually help me and the pharmacy we’re 
incredibly helpful across both days of problems and difficulties by my GP surgery. 
During my time in Hillingdon Hospital, I was kept on a ward, my son in Neonatal, the staff were 
incredibly supportive. My partner was able to stay with me on the ward, which was incredibly 
important for his support both mentally and physically. Dealing with the separation from our baby 
at first and then when we did have the baby on the ward with us physically looking after the baby 
as after my C Section I was physically limited. I think as we were discharged they were banning 
partners/husbands from the wards, I honestly don’t think I could have coped very well, and would 
have needed a huge amount more of the midwives and nurses time if I didn’t have my partner 
with me. I couldn’t even pick my baby up out of the cot without his assistance. The banning of 
partners will have a huge impact on the experience and needs of the women on the maternity 
wards.
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- although not classified as a ‘vulnerable adult’ as I don’t have cancer or heart problems, I am 
nevertheless housebound with kidney & back problems so unable to go shopping for food.  I live 
alone so this is a problem.

- i had symptoms in December, put it down to flu. I was left with a pain at the top of my left ribs. 
13th February the dry hacking cough started again, five days later I rang Gp as the pain was so 
bad. GP sent with a letter to Aand E, high temperature, pneumonia, severe pain in chest when 
breathing. Hospital ran different tests, bloods Xray etc. Sent home with antibiotics, spent next 7 
days barely able to move, couldn’t eat, headaches, lost sense of taste and smell, sleeping 
constantly chesty cough rattling chest I don’t remember most of the first 3 weeks. Still not right 
by today.

- We are all very stressed

- My friend had it

- My partner has had a cough since 11th February and we would like an anti body test to see if it is 
Covid 19.

- My Mother in law caught Covid 19 from either carers or health care workers visiting at home. They 
did not have PPE. She died at Hillingdon Hospital.

- Being inside all the time you can't takechildren out for a walk you can't take them shopping so 
what do you do

- Feel alone

- Nearly driven me mad with the restrictions; trying to find enough food and supplies; trying to 
follow the distancing rules. I am obsessed with any news about Covid19, how many people are ill 
and upset constantly about people’s suffering and the numbers of deaths. Stressed at been 
separated from family members. I have lost track of time and day since been trapped at home.

- Anxiety is high, loss of family interaction is low and fear is rife. Not knowing who or what to 
believe is confusing and un-nerving with little positive news to give much hope...having anxiety 
and a daughter here a sufferer, times are hard.

- My daughter works on the front line at Hillingdon hospital this is worrying she is a single parent 
and this has caused concerns

- Because the Coronavirus we like ather people stay at home,not working

- Had letter from the doctor that  my husband is extremely vulnerable, cannot log into uk gov 
website as looks he doesnt qualify, he is 78 and has diabetes. Wantsd a home delivery of food 
from Iceland. I am 78..  our daughter comes over from staines does our shopping when she has 
finished work .  Once a week . But wanted to save her the journey x

- My husband and I have both had coronavirus and had the ambulance called twice, the paramedics 
were fantastic  , thankfully we’re both on the mend although I do worry about my daughter who 
works for the NHS

- Self isolation. Took a couple of weeks to get a shopping delivery slot.

- my husband is in a care home and I haven’t seen him for over A month, we would cost every day
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- As a tutor I have lost 1/3 of my pupils and I have had to learn to deliver lessons on line. This 
involves more work and I have reduced my fee so altogether I am losing income . I am also an 
artist . The open studio event where I usually sell about £1000 of work has been cancelled and I 
cannot organise any alternative exhibitions because of social distancing . I am unable to get any 
food d liveries from and  of the supermarkets  so I use local  small supermarkets which I have to 
visit frequently as I have no car.

- difficulties getting supplies of food and meds. Also very reluctant to get regular blood test in 
hillingdon hospital.

- Being alone

- I live with my parents who are 80 and 87  I’m finding it hard to get online shopping most 
supermarkets are booked 3-4  weeks in advanced I managed to get Iceland delivery but that is 
now  booked up fir next five days


